GENERAL
MATERIALS/
MULTIPLE
WORKSHOPS

USB MICROSCOPE

MICROSCOPE SLIDES

US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

SKETCHBOOK A4 /
8.5” X 11”

PENCILS 4B + HB
US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

DRAWING PENS

CLEAR VINYL GLOVES

SMALL SPRAY BOTTLE

US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

SCISSORS

TAPE
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IMAGING TECHNIQUES AND THE
LIMITS OF RESOLUTION | SAM LILAK
Our perception of the world around us is fabricated and defined by our senses and how we interpret them.
We understand what an object or phenomena is based on our ability to interact with it, drawing conclusions
from our sensory inputs. Despite this, our senses are defined by a limit of resolution which constrains us to
only see and operate around the visible spectrum of light. There is an entire universe full of particles and
waves which cannot be observed by the naked eye though we can develop tools to visualize the unseen.
Our fundamental understanding of the sciences and knowledge of what limits our interactions enables us
to achieve the realization of atomic resolution in the imaging of materials around us. There is a world of
untapped potential at the nano- and picometer scales that we have only just recently began to explore
and the implications of this are limitless.

RED LASER POINTER
US LINK ASIA LINK

DIFFRACTION GRATING
(ANY LINE/IN)

USB MICROSCOPE

MICROSCOPE SLIDES

US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

PENS AND PENCILS

TEXTURED PAPER
TOWELS

PAPER OR LEGO
UV-VIS (OPTIONAL)
US LINK
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SIDEWALK HERBARIUM |
ALVARO AZCARRAGA
This workshop will be held in two separate sessions with some days for scavenging in between. One hour per
session wherein session #1 we will cover the basics of plant identification, a little historical context, as well as a
look at herbariums and their uses. After this, students would be encouraged to explore their neighborhood for
invasive species, native plants, etc. Students would then press and dry their plant specimens. Session #2 would
be when we come together and mount our samples to create our personal herbariums. Alternatives would be
to create cyanotype prints with these plant specimens, students create botanical illustrations of the specimens
outdoors, do creative writing describing the species selected, etc (accounting for all abilities).

SKETCHBOOK

VINYL GLOVES
US LINK ASIA LINK

SCISSORS OR GARDENING
PRUNERS

TROWEL OR ROBUST
SPOON

US LINK ASIA LINK

NEWSPAPER

STACK OF HEAVY BOOKS,
BRICKS, OR HEAVY POT
TO WEIGH DOWN

ACID-FREE RAG PAPER
(COTTON PAPER OR WATERCOLOR PAPER)

WHITE GLUE (ELMERS)
US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

MAGNIFYING GLASS
(OPTIONAL)
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MYCELIUM HANDS |
KAITLIN BRYSON
In this two-part lecture/workshop we will learn all about mycology - the study of fungi - covering the potentials
that fungi hold for sustainable design, earth repair, and models and metaphors for how to adapt and survive on
our rapidly changing planet. After gaining scientific insight into mycology (part 1), we will take this knowledge
(and our mycelium) and apply it in a material workshop demonstrating how fungal mycelium can be grown into
3 dimensional shapes and objects.

ECOVATIVE MYCELIUM
GROW KIT

CLEAR VINYL GLOVES

ISOPROPL ALCOHOL

SCISSORS

MEASURING SPOONS

MIXING BOWL

US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK ASIA LINK

DUCT TAPE

HAND SANITIZER

PAPER TOWELS

CLEAN WORK SURFACE
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MOVEMENT IN ART |
JODI CHEUNG
In this hybrid workshop, we will focus on art with kinetic or mechanical elements. By exploring artists and
thinkers, we can better understand the relationship between humans and machines through different periods
in history. We will think about the human body as machine and as part of machines, and reimagine the machine
as beauty / organic /subversive / comical.

CORRUGATED
CARDBOARD [1]

STRING [2]

HOT GLUE GUN AND GLUE
STICKS [3]

PAPER FASTENER SPLIT
PINS [4]
US LINK ASIA LINK

PEN KNIFE

SCISSORS

SKETCHBOOK

DRAWING MATERIALS

US LINK ASIA LINK

PRINTER OR XEROX
MACHINE

?

FOUND/RECYCLED MATERIALS FOR PROTOTYPE
(OPTIONAL)
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[1]
RECYCLED CARDBOARD BOXES
ARE PERFECT, BUT SHOULD BE
RIGID AND IDEALLY AT LEAST A3
SIZE SURFACE AREA TO WORK
WITH

[3]
OR OTHER QUICK ACTING
ADHESIVE
[4]
IDEALLY >3/4 INCH | >1.9CM

[2]
ALTERNATIVES INCLUDE YARN OR
FISHING WIRE OR DENTAL FLOSS
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SOUND AND SOLIDARITY |
CLINTON AND IVANA
In this workshop, students would have the unique chance to reconsider their ideas of what constitutes sound
and music. Throughout the day we are exposed to countless amount of sounds and noises, but it is only
valuable if we can isolate these specific sounds and separate their relationship from memory to their pure tonal
structure. Everyday life is more interesting, when we become aware of it.

SMARTPHONE

DOWNLOAD AUDACITY
US LINK

HEADPHONES
OR ATTACHABLE
MICROPHONE TO
ENHANCE QUALITY
(TOTALLY OPTIONAL)
US LINK
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MAKING THE INAUDIBLE AUDIBLE |
JOHN BRUMLEY
In this workshop we will explore sounds that require a form of intervention to be made audible. These types of
sounds include acoustic sounds that are outside of the human hearing range, non-acoustic waves which can be
translated into acoustic waves, imaginary sounds, and data that can be used to create sound.

SMARTPHONE OR MEANS
TO CAPTURE AUDIO /
VIDEO

DOWNLOAD AUDACITY
US LINK
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PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND AR |
ZEYNEP ABES
In this workshop participants will learn how to create mobile AR installations based on their body’s pose and
joint position as triggers. We will be using Lens Studio to publish and share our AR creations around the world
on SnapChat. The goal of this workshop is to explore how AR can lead to artworks that enable an embodied
practice within immersive media. Technology has certainly blurred the lines between our reality and the
digital realm, can AR take this even further and transform our sense of place and how we share art? In a time
where we can’t experience most artwork in traditional spaces like galleries and museums, can AR reimagine
the relationship between art and space and bring it into context within our own homes? The Embodied AR
workshop invites students to rethink our personal devices as tools to challenge our traditional understanding of
art exhibition and the body’s relationship with technology.

SMARTPHONE

COMPUTER

SNAPCHAT ACCOUNT

DOWNLOAD LENS STUDIO
ONTO YOUR COMPUTER
US LINK
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KOMBUCHA AS BIOMATERIAL |
MARU GARCIA
In this workshop, you will learn how to culture and grow your own bacterial cellulose from SCOBY (symbiotic
culture of bacteria and yeast)- kombucha to use as vegan leather. We will review what a biomaterial is, possible uses and how to start your own culture. We will be able to harvest our own material and postprocess it in
various ways. The preparation takes over 1 hour but the complete process takes around 4 weeks. Let’s have fun
with microbes!

SCOBY STARTER ALSO
CALLED “MOTHER”

SUGAR

PURIFIED WATER

BLACK TEA BAGS
US LINK ASIA LINK

US LINK

WHITE VINEGAR

CLEAR VINYL GLOVES
US LINK ASIA LINK

PLASTIC CONTAINER WITH
LID (SMALL)

MEASURING CUPS

US LINK ASIA LINK
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SPRAY BOTTLE WITH
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

WOODEN BOARD OR
OTHER ABSORBANT
BOARD TO DRY THE
SCOBY ON

COOKING POT

COCONUT OIL
US LINK ASIA LINK
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WE ARE WATER: CREATIVE
PROTOTYPES FOR THE FUTURE
OF LIFE ON EARTH | MICK LORUSSO
In this 1.5 hour workshop, we will begin with a short meditation and lecture to consider the invisible life-sustaining properties of water, how humans have impacted water and life on earth, and interdisciplinary projects
designed to replenish and support healthy water systems on earth. You will have 45 minutes off screen to
brainstorm and design a quick prototype that addresses an aspect of an ecological or social concern related to
water. During the last 15 minutes of the workshop, the first volunteers will have a chance to present their prototype on screen.

ANY TRANSPARENT JAR/
GLASS

PEN/PENCILS

CARDBOARD

TAPE

SKETCHBOOK

FOOD COLORING

US LINK ASIA LINK

STICKY TACK

COFFEE FILTERS

US LINK ASIA LINK

?
OFFICE BINDER CLIPS

ALUMINUM FOIL

US LINK ASIA LINK
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FOUND MATERIALS FOR
PROTOTYPE
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PSYCHOBREAD |
CLARISSA RIBEIRO
There is mounting evidence that the spectrum of microbial species living in the mouth is, both in diversity and
in composition, a close representation of the microbiome inhabiting the gastric fluid and gut. Considering our
digesting system fellow microbiome regulates behavior, guess what can happen when we exchange molecular
information by sharing a bread we baked using our own saliva? Can the remaining molecular information in
dead bacteria such as lactobacillus still influence behavior? Well, some renowned researchers are starting
proving that the answer is yes! So, the workshop I’m leading will invite us all to bake our psychobreads using
samples of our salivary microbiome for the fermentation process.

FLOUR

WATER
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BIOMASON |
CLARISSA RIBEIRO
Have you ever dreamed you had roots instead of legs? that your head was replaced by a meteor from outer
space? That different microbial populations inhabit your body, your bed? Did it all scare you? Did it all excite
you? For the Biomaison workshop we will build together cross-scale exquisite corpse sculptures using USB
microscope images from your home environment, excerpts of your notebook and 3D body parts from online
libraries exploring the online free app Sketchup for 3D modeling.

USB MICROSCOPE
US LINK ASIA LINK

SKETCHUP
(FREE ONLINE APP)
US LINK
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INHALING CONSCIOUSNESS |
CLARISSA RIBEIRO
The workshop invites to reflect on the impact the molecular dialogue between the plants’ phyllosphere
microbial population and human respiratory system’s one can have in shaping our behavioral patterns. Placing
a small piece of the wood bark of a tree you feel attached to inside of an air humidifier or a glass or mug filled
with hot/boiled water, we place a microscope slide on the top of the humidifier or glass to collect samples
and observe the bark’s microbial population using the USB microscope. It is an invitation to inhale molecular
consciousness getting colonized by your favorite tree’s above ground microbiome.

USB MICROSCOPE
US LINK ASIA LINK

AIR HUMIDIFIER OR A
GLASS WITH HOT/BOILED
WATER
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A SMALL PIECE OF WOOD
BARK FROM A TREE YOU
FEEL ATTACHED TO
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REMOTE SENSING |
SHANE HOUCHIN
Remote sensing is the process of acquiring information about an object, area, or phenomenon by measuring
its reflected and emitted radiation from a distance, typically using satellites or spacecraft. In other words looking at things from far away! But while our eyes detect only a small portion of this radiation, remote sensing
instruments can look beyond the visible spectrum to give us new perspectives of our planet, the solar system,
and the universe. This workshop will introduce the basics principles and methods of remote sensing and
explore its application to planetary science and the study of our own ever changing world. Using images
acquired from satellites and spacecraft we will investigate the processes that shape planetary surfaces, and
use the abstract nature of their varied features, colors, and textures to find inspiration for designs and artworks.

DESKTOP VERSION OF
GOOGLE EARTH PRO
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LISTENING THROUGH
DISEMBODIED EARS | DR. JOEL ONG
In this workshop, students will design and build a DIY binaural field recording device. Today, more and more
applications are moving towards recording high fidelity spatial audio in the environment to recreate the sounds
you hear with your ears. Binaural recordings are one method of creating a deeply immersive soundscape, and
they work because they simulate the positioning and conditions of listening. We will begin by modelling our
own ears in clay, and use these as part of a disembodied listening system that we will use to take recordings of
resonant spaces around us.

SMARTPHONE

BOX, DIMENSIONS OF
WHICH ARE ROUGHLY
SIMILAR TO THE WIDTH
OF YOUR HEAD

DOWNLOAD AUDACITY
US LINK

ANY FORM OF MOULDING
CLAY OR PLASTICENE

2X LAVALIER
MICROPHONE [1]

1X 3.5MM STEREO TO
DUAL MONO CABLE

US LINK

US LINK

KITCHEN KNIFE FOR
SCULPTING (CHEESE
BOARD SET WORKS BEST)

[1]
SINGLE - THESE SOMETIMES
COME IN PAIRS DO NOT GET
THOSE; DO NOT BUY IF MICROPHONE DESCRIPTION SAYS
’NOISE-CANCELLING’
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